THE GREENS LOSE THE PLOT
Abalinx 19 March 2018 Peter Adamis
I read the daily news to keep abreast
of what is occurring on a local and
international level. Occasionally I am
surprised by the incompetent remarks
made by our own leaders.
Leaders who are supposed to be representing us in parliament on a State and Federal
level. In this particular case, I am referring to the leader of the Greens, Richard Di Natale
with his latest outburst that can only be described as irresponsible, cold, lacking
compassion and without considering the ramifications of his comments.
Not only did he disgrace himself when he attacked the newly sworn in Senator (Jim Molan)
and accused him of being a War criminal, but severely embarrassed himself with his halfhearted apology after much subtle pressure was brought to bear on him for quarters within
his own party. Even so, the half-hearted apology did not go far enough and he was forced
to make another.
Today, I read that he made another faux pas by saying: . “Here at The Greens we believe
Australia is a dirty, racist country and if these South Africans aren’t slaughtered then you
are only proving our point.” “They need to stay and die otherwise we are right and in
politics the only thing that matters is if you’re right”. Honestly, how silly and stupid can you
get. Here we have a person representing his party saying such things in public. Richard Di
Natale in my opinion is a buffoon!
As an Australian of European origins, I am appalled at such behaviour and conduct and I
must say that such unacceptable behaviour belongs to the Neanderthal age or worse still
possibly the Jurassic era where Greens may have been more acceptable to the inhabitants
living at the time. In other words Richard Di Natale is a dinosaur and as all good dinosaurs
should do, stay in the background where they belong. Extinct.
If Richard Di Natale had any sense, he could see that the white farmers in South Africa
have been doing it hard and it makes sense on humanitarian grounds to open the gates
and let them come to Australia. After all Richard Di Natale is a white man is he not? But
then again he may “a little green around the gills” and if that is the case we must forgive
him for his “un-racist statements designed to make him look good with his party.
I do hope for his sake and that of the people he represents that he learns to keep his mouth
shut and to speak on topics that are relevant and worth fighting for. Things like “Saving the
earthworms in his electorate”, “Saving the sparrows from Labor held territories” and or
“Save the deserts” by diverting Australia’s river systems inwards towards the centre so that
they don’t go to waste into the sea. On second thoughts Richard Di Natale may get ousted
as the Greens leader because some bright spark will say that diverting the rivers inland
will not allow the rivers to flush out the rubbish that accumulates in those river water ways.

You just cannot win with the Greens as the found out recently in the electorate of Batman.
Maybe better luck next time Mr. Richard Di Natale. Our salmon that we have on our tables
for dinner appears to be a “glowing” specimen for Richard Di Natale and his Greens Team
to see if the contaminated salmon is as a result of the Japanese radioactive material
being pumped into the Pacific Ocean from the damaged reactor in Japan is the
responsible.
If he and his team can tackle that, then my respect for him may go up a notch. On
reflection I don’t think that he has the skills and knowledge to take on the Japanese like
those who take on the Japanese scientific research whaling boats who farm in our waters.
I wish him well, be methinks he belongs with his brethren the dinosaurs.
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Greens say South African farmers must be slaughtered to
prove Australia is not racist
The Stockton Times Emmis Tilton 19 march 2018
Greens leader Richard Di Natale has weighed in on South
African visa issue today saying it’s further proof of how “racist”
Australia and the Government is.
Di Natale accused Mr Dutton of being an out-and-out racist while also praising his own party for their
stance on the matter. “Here at The Greens we believe Australia is a dirty, racist country and if these South
Africans aren’t slaughtered then you are only proving our point.” “They need to stay and die otherwise
we are right and in politics the only thing that matters is if you’re right” “Ask yourself what’s more important.
The lives of these South Africans or the belief that Australia is racist? We believe Australia is racist and
that idea must be protected.” “The farmers can look after themselves.” The Times also spoke to UQ
Professor and racism expert John Thorpe. “It’s a very interesting situation. People like The Greens need
to use this situation to prove they are not racist. They say the white South Africans need to stay and get
slaughtered just like the brown people had to stay and get slaughtered. Then they can turn around and
say “see how I’m not racist?”
“But of course someone who isn’t racist doesn’t feel the need to go around proving it all the time” “It’s
almost like they know they have low key racist thoughts and they are terrified someone will find out so
they constantly go around trying to prove how non racist they are” “It’s like the homophobic preacher who
turns out to be blowing other men in truck stop bathrooms. Or an ex deputy PM who criticises other
people’s family values while banging his staffer and getting her pregnant” “But the truth is only white
people fight among themselves to prove how non racist they are” “Regardless of who is dying”
http://thestocktontimes.com/2018/03/16/greens-say-south-african-farmers-must-be-slaughtered-toprove-australia-isnt-racist/

